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How To Occupy Well Street A fracking unit costs around $500,000 a day. So, I will not pay that kind of cost if the risk is too high that demonstrators may chain themselves to the equipment or prevent my team from working. – Michael Binnion, President and Chief Executive Officer, Questerre Energy Corp. People turn to direct action when other options appear closed or ineffective. One option: occupying a well. Here are some basics for occupying a well pad. Training is highly encouraged before doing any such action, including understanding legal implications.



1) GET A GROUP AND DESIGN YOUR ACTION After doing some research about where you want to do your action, you should be ready to work with a group to prepare. First sketch your action. It might look something like this diagram. 
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2)DETERMINE WHO FILLS WHICH ROLES 1. The Safe Zone • This is the place where people who are not going to risk arrest can stand along the shoulder of the road, away from any civil disobedience or police interaction. Medics with a First Aid kit should be in the Safe Zone as well as Food and Drink Captains. Folks here should not chant so loudly that when the police or gas company representatives are talking to the Police and Worker Liaisons they cannot hear. 2. Police Liaisons • These folks will be the group that meets with the police if and when they arrive and are the communicators of police orders to the rest of the group. They should introduce themselves and document the names and badge numbers of officers. They should present a handout that explains the action, it's intent, it's length, and that the people in the Safe Zone do not wish to be arrested. They should not be wearing sun glasses and should generally be non-threatening in their communication styles. Elders, veterans, former police officers, and women are generally great folks for the job. 3. Worker Liaisons • These folks will be the group that meets with gas industry workers on site. They should have a hand out that explains who is participating in Occupy Well Street. They explain that we support men and women who have taken jobs in the gas industry and that they should not have to work jobs that threaten their health, the health of their communities, and the health of the environment. Skilled laborers like mechanics, welders, factory workers, building trades, equipment operators, and union employees are generally good worker liaisons. 4. Media • There should be a place for interviews with the local media and for Occupy Well Street camera people to safely observe the demonstration. Your group should have a handful of media spokespersons to do interviews that all agree on the same talking points. If media approaches other demonstrators, make sure they know to point them towards the media spokespersons. When the interview is going on, make sure the Safe Zone people are posing and chanting in the background! 5. Blockade • If your group decides to include civil disobedience in your Occupy Well Street action, do it when the media is there! This is to both protect the participants from police abuse and also to have the most badass part of the action well-documented. There are many ways to block an access road including a moving picket, a sit-in, standing up, laying down, locked together, and locked to an object. Those methods will be discussed below. 6. Off-Site Roles • Legal - There should be people next to the phone at a house or office to receive phone calls from arrested  people in jail. The phone number should be written on every demonstrators forearm or calf in permanent marker before the Occupy Well Street action. Also, the legal team should have a relationship with the local bail bondsmen beforehand in order to coordinate bail for arrested people as quickly as possible. 1
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For more information, see the National Lawyers Guild website: http://www.nlg.org/occupy/   page 2



7. Media • A media team should be ready to send out a Press Release about the action with pictures, video, and quotes from demonstrators. Pre-draft one so that it's easy to send out right away.2 8. Jail Support • There should be at-the-jail support for arrested demonstrators. This is a great way to conclude your day and watch your friends get out of jail. Sometimes, they get out of jail faster when there are a lot of eyes watching.



3) PICK A METHOD OF BLOCKADING The purpose of including a blockade in your action is to show that members of your group are willing to risk being arrested to stop fracking and that you will shut down drilling sites yourself, if no one else does. "We are the moral compass" is a powerful message to send to the public, elected officials, the drilling industry, and their investors (so make sure you copy them on the press release!). IMPORTANT: It is possible to participate in the blockade and not be arrested. Often the police will give you a warning before they arrest you, especially if you are being civil. Out in the rural counties, they may not have that kind of patience. However, good Police Liaisons will notify you of what the police are planning to do. That group should become familiar with different blockades and come to a consensus about which one they would like to use. Once you've chosen a blockade style, there is no reason to tell anyone else what you've chosen, but it is strongly encouraged to practice. Practice, practice, practice and expect best and worst case scenarios. Make sure Worker Liaisons tell all truck drivers entering the site to put their air brakes on and stop WELL BEFORE the blockade.  Here are a few tried-and-true methods of blockading:



Sitting down - sit in tight rows across the access road; - may include locking arms, though for blocking trucks, this is less recommended as it inhibits your mobility; - requires good visibility and, in most cases, someone to warn truckers ahead of time (e.g. a “flagger”). The risk feels high because of sitting, so another option:
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Media Checklist (very useful): http://www.ruckus.org/article.php?id=107  For a Media Guide, check out Ruckus Society: http://www.ruckus.org/article.php?id=101  page 3



Standing up - Stand in rows across an access road; - Because of visibility and mobility, linking arms or otherwise holding down a space is often done, to support solidarity, physical support, and to make it possible to blockade a site longer.



Laying down  - Lay in rows across the access road; - Higher risk and the feeling of risk is even greater (mobility is absolutely minimal, which is why people on right are linking arms – theirs no way they’re moving); - Has been used in conjunction with imagery like, “Dieins” outside of facilities.



Lock Boxes -Lockboxes are specific devices that help you lock yourself to another object or person, like a drum or another person; -People have spent much time considering ways to build lock boxes that take police longer and longer to cut loose. Are used to hold a space for a long period of time and therefore require more support, training, and clear communication with the police.



Moving Picket - Walk around the road in a long tractor-tread shape, circling around; - Has good history and familiarity with unions; - Tends to be less threatening to police, too, because its a known entity.
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Lawn Chair - We know! It’s strange, but it can work, too! - This method has been used in Lycoming County to stop fracking trucks and gave the woman time to catch up on her reading!



This leads us to emphasize that the tools we used to blockade can become part of our story. For example, Casino-Free Philadelphia practiced blockades of a planned casino using picnic baskets, blankets, and beach balls. It represented their vision of what should be done with the land, instead of building a 5,000-slot casino. Or folks protesting mountain-top removal (where you blow up the top of a mountain and send it into the river) have often blockaded using windmills or solar panels, representing the alternative “job creators.” Or folks with disabilities, protesting their discrimination at being unable to get onto the bus, have blockaded with wheelchairs (even honing the technique by learning to bring their heavy wheelchairs, turning off the power, and even disconnecting the battery). You get the idea. The tools used in your blockades can become an extension of your story. You can bring images that resonate with people’s hopes, desires, and sentiments, too. Just don’t get so distracted by this imagery that it stops you from blockading.



4. GO DO YOUR ACTION! 5. AFTER THE ACTION: RINSE & REPEAT Use the momentum from your Occupy Well Street action to launch you forward in your organizing. From greater community awareness, or sparking a dialogue, think ahead about how to move from the initial action to bringing more people into the organization. This is a great way to put pressure on your legislators, support a limit or ban gas drilling in your community, etc.3



Written by Alex in Upper Delaware River ([email protected]). He’s encouraging you send reports to him to post on his website: http://occupywellstreet.blogspot.com/ Editing and additional examples from Daniel Hunter, Training for Change (www.TrainingForChange.org)



For information on a local ban ordinance, contact the Community Environmental Legal Defense Fund: www.celdf.org 3
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